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THE AMERICAN MASTODON WITH MANDIBULAR
TUSKS
By ERWIN HINCKLEY BARBOUR

Mastodons and mammoths, represented by their relics, are
so frequently exposed by shovel, plow, road grader, dredge,
and rains, that they have become household words. They
are plainly the commonest and best-known vertebrate fossils.
They were fortuitously entombed, and are now accidently
found. Their relics, though numerous, never represent the
grand total that lived. Indeed, it was a rare individual that
fell where circumstances favored rapid interment and consequent preservation; the grand majority fell in the open
where their bones suffered rapid and complete decay.
The American mastodon occupies a position between the
long-jawed, long-skulled, four-tusked ancestor called Palaeomastodon, and the short-jawed, pugged-skull, two-tusked
mammoths. The precursors of the mastodons, such as Palaeomastodon, and the tetrabelodons, had two tusks in the upper
jaw, and two in the lower, hence, the appropriateness of the
name four-tusker, or tetrabelodon. The mastodons, coming
next in order, lacked mandibular tusks, but despite this fact
an occasional individual reverts, and has lower tusks, as
shown in the accompanying cuts. The mandibular tusks were
waning inheritances from the past, which plainly required
ages for reduction and suppression, and complete elimination
was never a reality. From the birth of the race to its final extinction mastodons had not ceased to erupt mandibular tusks.
In the majority of jaws, the inferior tusks are wholly wanting; in others the tusks have not been erupted, but lie embedded in the bone; sometimes one or two small tusks are
erupted; in still other cases large ones appear. In the case of
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the short-jawed elephants, such as the mammoth and modern
elephants, mandibular tusks are never erupted. The Warren
mastodon had a solitary dwarfed tusk in the mandible, and
was named Tetracaulodon, and the term might still be used
conveniently to designate mastodons possessed of mandibular
tusks. The tetracaulodont type of mastodon is not particularly
rare, for there are two good examples in Amherst. Hay reported several, and Warren, studying mastodon jaws, found
nine of this type. There is one example in the Nebraska State

FIG. l03.-Jaw of Mastodon americanus, showing large mandibular
tusks. Modified after Loomis. Length of tusks fourteen inches,
diameter two and one-half inches. Locality: Nine Mile Bottom,
South Carolina. Found three to four feet below the surface in the
black earth overlying the phosphate deposits. Preserved in the Amherst Museum.
-

Museum. In the museums of the country many others can
doubtless be found. The presence of mandibular tusks in
mastodon jaws has been used in determining their sex, those
with tusks being males, those without, females.
SEWARD COUNTY MASTODON, No. 11-7-25
The specimen under consideration was found in a sand pit,
of interglacial age, at a reported depth of seventy-five feet,
one mile southeast of Seward, Seward County, Nebraska, by
Mr. H. C. Turner of whom it was procured. Unfortunately,
the specimen was very fragile and difficult to save, neverthe-
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FIG. l04.-Jaw of the Warren mastodon showing one small, vestigial
mandibular tusk. Length of tusk four inches. The alveolus for the
other tusk is partly filled with bone. Locality: Newburg, New York.
Preserved in the American Museum of Natural History, New York
City. The Warren mastodon is considered the finest, best preserved,
and most complete skeleton of the American mastodon.

less, there was secured the major portion of the right ramus,
and part of the left, with perfect last molars in each. The
two mandibular tusks were missing, but the alveolus was perfectly preserved, and furnishes clues to the diameter and the
probable length of the tusks. The alveolus, or socket, was two
inches in diameter and seven and a quarter inches long, thus
presupposing a tusk two inches in diameter and fifteen to
eighteen or more inches in length.
The American mastodon, in common with the mammoth,
had undergone notable changes. The body grew larger and
shorter; the limbs longer; the head originally longer horizontally became longer vertically, that is, pugged; the teeth
originally many and simple became reduced in number but
increased in size and complexity; the tusks finally became
long and heavy; and the proboscis, skull, and dentition highly
specialized. In other respects they were generalized. Remarkable evolutionary progress is to be noted in the teeth of elephants, as they changed from small to large, and from two
grinding ridges on each tooth in the ancient group, to four or
five in the mastodon, the intermediate group, to six in the
stegodons, to eight or ten in the earliest mammoths, and even
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to thirty in the latest and most advanced. The tusks, which
were preceded by small, very temporary, milk tusks,
consisted of dense dentine, known commercially as ivory.
The tusks grew continuously from persistent pulps. The
cheek teeth consisted of dentine covered with a still denser
tissue, enamel. These teeth, as time went on, were progressively covered with a third, or reinforcing coat, the cementum,
until they became balls of cement.
The American mastodon is characterized by the third, or
last, true molar teeth having at most but five, coarse, grinding
ridges, far more commonly four and a heel, or talon. Mam-

FIG. l05.-Mastodon american us, tip of lower jaw showing two dwarfed
and irregular mandibular tusk s such as occasionally occur. Locality: Monroe, Orange County, New York. Known as the Monroe
Mastodon. Modified after Clarke.

moths, on the other hand, are equally characterized by molar
teeth having many thin ridge-plates, or grinding ridges. The
American mastodon had two grinding ridges on the first and
second milk molars above and below; three on the third milk
molar; three on each of the first and second true molars; and
commonly four, though not infrequently five, on the third
or last molar. The above arrangement of the grinding ridges
is expressed by the formula; 2, 2, 3, 3, 4 or 5,
-- -- 22334
5
Mastodon molars were less advanced and specialized than
those of mammoths and modern elephants. In the earliest
and most primitive of elephants, the milk molars were more
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FIG. l06.-Mastodon americanus, male, with two, vestigial, mandibular
tusks restored. The tusks were probably twelve to eighteen inches
long. The alveoli were seven and one quarter inches long and two
inches in diameter. The two tusks, the front molars, and the ascending ram i, are restored. Locality: Seward, Seward County,
Nebraska. Found seventy-five feet below the surface in interglacial gravels. No. 11-7-25. Right side, reversed to parallel the
other figures. Collections of Hon. Charles H. Morrill, The University of Nebraska.

or less absorbed, and finally crowded out by teeth erupting
from below. This method is known as the normal or vertical
suc.cession. It is like that in common mammals, and very
familiar as that in man. As time went on the molar teeth
grew increasingly large until there was no longer room in
the jaw for a vertical succession of such teeth, and there
followed the horizontal succession, in which the overgrown
molars grew forward from behind, and crowded out the
preceding molars. The remarkably elaborated grinding teeth
of the mammoths and elephants stand unparalleled in the progressive transformation of the race from Palaeomastodon to
Elephas. Scarcely less significant is the reduction of the
grinding teeth 'Of proboscideans from seven, at the most, on
each side, to one. The tusks of mastodons, though commonly
rather straight, were sometimes curved, but were not gen-
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erally as elegantly scrolled as those of mammoths. It is
generally thought that the tusks of mastodons are indistinguishable from those of mammoths. While it is true that an
examination of many mastodon tusks impresses one that there
is a noticeable tendency toward less robustness, less length
and curvature, yet there are evidently notable exceptions.
The general appearance of the American mastodon was not
very unlike that of the well-known circus elephant. However,
the mastodon was more buiky; it had a coat of wool and

FIG. 107.~Mastodon americanus, the American mastodon, skull and
mandible with tusks in each. The mandibular tusks are ancient inheritances on the verge of disappearance. The dome of the mastodon is low. Modified after F 'a lconer and Cautley. About 1838, this
was described as mastodon ohioticus.

coarse hair like the woolly mammoth, its limbs were shorter
and thicker, its chest a foot deeper, and its hips a third
broader. Geologically, they are late arrivals, being ushered
in with the Pleistocene, and by its close their racial life
cycle had been run. They correspond in time with man, and
were his contemporaries. Because of frequent recurrence
of their relics in our country it is commonly thought that a
map of the United States is a map of the distribution of
the genus. It is more closely in accord with the facts to include all of North America together with Alaska and the
Yukon Territory. They flourished in Florida and as far
south as Central America, so their geographic range was
wide.
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Though an old and declining race, mastodons were persistent, and were contemporaries of mammoths, and the two
groups seem to have suffered extinction together at the close
of the last glacial epoch.
It is supposed that early man as a migrant from Asia
found the American mastodon a contemporary, and that ,he
may have had a part in its undoing. In places, in the United
States, mastodon relics are very abundant, and though teeth
and stray parts are common enough in Nebraska, skulls are
not common, and no skeletons have been secured as yet. How-

FIG. l08.-Mastodon americanus, the American mastodon, showing the
heavy coat of wool and coarse hair, straight, slim tusks, heavy forequarters, broad chest, extra broad hips, and relatively short heavy
limbs, with the dome of the skull lower than in the mammoths. A
pencil sketch by the author.

ever, it is hoped and believed that one found by Mr. Arthur A.
Dobson, University of Nebraska, class of 1911, may be complete. This is a clean, hard, beautifully-preserved specimen
found in loessial material fifteen feet below the surface in
the parking of Memorial Drive, near Sheridan Boulevard,
some three miles southeast of the University Campus. The
skull with tusks and teeth and stray bones were partly uncovered, and the presumption is that the entire skeleton is
there.
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The rLfcs of the American mastodon in the cabinets of the
Nebraska State Museum are about as follows: one skull with
long, slim, straight, nine-foot tusks; one skull with tusks
broken off; one good skull without tusks; parts of a fine skull
still buried but so'on to be secured; cast of the skull of an
old world mastodon; four mandibles; forty teeth; scapulae,
limb bones, vertebrae, and many stray skeletal parts not listed
here. Both the tetrabelodons, and the mammoths are represented by far greater numbers of parts.
In addition to proboscideans, other fossil mammals occur
well over the entire United States, but especially in Colorado,
Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, Wyoming, and Montana.
This broad portion of the Great Plains boasts of a rich and
varied mammalian fauna, and for many years it has been a
favorite collecting ground for the world. In Nebraska, bone
digging has become an established vocation; it is a profession,
and all but an industry.
The University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebraska,
March, 1931.
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